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Breast Cancer and
Root Canals
Do Root Canals Cause Breast
Cancer?... Research says YES!

“I Have A Root
Canal... What
Can I Do?”
If you have (or have been
told you need) a Root Canal,
visit a biological, natural, or
holistic dentist.
The dentist can provide a
proper evaluation and present
your options for treating your
condition or removing the
root canal.

For over 100 years, dentists
have been performing root canal
therapy: the practice of drilling
out the canals of a dead tooth to
remove bacteria and “save” the
tooth.

and completely fill the canal.
What you end up with is a
partially filled tooth canal that is
actively growing and hiding
bacteria.

Root canals are a safe haven
But by attempting to save a
for microbes and bacteria. When
dead tooth, have dentists been
the canal is filled, it eliminates
causing breast cancer?
blood flow to the tooth,
prohibiting your immune system
Scientific research says yes.
from killing oﬀ the microbes and
When a root canal is
bacteria that remain in the tooth
performed, the dentist attempts to canal.
remove all bacteria and fill the
These microbes originate in
canal with foreign substance to
stop bacteria from re-entering the the same places in your body that
tooth. However, due to the shape cancer cells form.
of your tooth canal, it is 100%
Microbes, bacteria, and other
impossible to remove all bacteria
toxins from inside the tooth can

At The Center for
Natural Dentistry, we provide
a complete diagnostic and
treatment services for helping
you overcome current and
potential
problems
caused by
root
canals,
mercury
fillings,
fluoride
treatment,
and more.
To learn more about the
services we oﬀer or to
schedule an evaluation, visit
us online at
AmericasHolisticDentist.com
or give us a call at
760-536-6795.
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leak from inside the tooth and
into your body, causing infection.
All of these things have been
known about for decades by the
American Dental Association.
Root canals are a major cause
of the immune system being
suppressed and they are a major
cause of cancer:
“Dr. Thomas Rau, who runs
the Paracelsus Clinic (cancer
clinic since 1958) in
Switzerland recently checked
the records of the last 150
breast cancer patients treated
in his clinic. He found that
147 of them (98%) had one
or more root canal teeth on
the same meridian as the
original breast cancer
tumor. His clinic has a
biological dentist section
where all cancer patients, on
reporting in, have their mouth
cleaned up first -- especially all
root canal teeth removed.
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There are about 24 million
root canals done in the U.S.
alone every year. They were
proven deadly disease agents
in 1925 in a study by Dr.
Weston Price and 60
prominent researchers. That
study has been suppressed ever
since by the ADA and the
American Association of
Endodontists (AAE).”
(The Independent Cancer Research Foundation,
http://www.new-cancer-treatments.org/
Articles/RootCanals.html)

100% of the breast cancer
patients involved in the study
had root canals, or other
infections, on the same
acupuncture meridian.
Despite the fact that root
canals have been directly linked to
cancer through multiple research
studies, but the results have never
been published by the ADA.

A Root Canal/Cancer Case Study
(excepted from http://www.expertclick.com/NewsReleaseWire/ReleaseDetails.aspx?
ID=18372&CFID=26452001&CFTOKEN=84592119)

Olga (not her real name) had been battling breast cancer which had
spread to many other organs since the early 1990's.
In 1989, Olga moved to New Jersey with her two children. Her bout
with cancer started about two years after she arrived there. By the time
I met Olga by phone, she had tried a wide variety of conventional and
alternative treatments for her cancer. Nothing seemed to help.
During our telephone conversation in February, 2007, I discussed with
Olga... the probable cause of her cancer. When I asked her if she had
any root canal filled teeth, however, she reluctantly admitted that she
had ELEVEN. I was shocked. Of the many hundreds of cancer patients I
had dealt with, I had never heard of anyone with that many root canals.
Once I described to Olga the toxic load these teeth were putting on
her system, she agreed with me that having them extracted by a
biological dentist was essential to her recovery from her cancer.
Olga...is finally, for the first time in over 20 years, enjoying complete
good health. Her cancer is gone and all her tests are completely clean.

Services:
The Center for Natural Dentistry
provides safe, effective, holistic
dental services including:
• Root Canal Removal
• Mercury Removal
• Holistic Dental Health Plans
• Teeth Whitening
• Invisalign
• Dental Cleanings
• Cosmetic Dentistry
• And much more.
Located in Encinitas, California.
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About Dr. Marvin
Dr. Marvin is a
holistic dentist
with a passion
for a natural
approach to
dental care. He
has spent
countless hours
educating
himself and his
patients on the most eﬀective,
holistic dentistry options
available. Dr. Marvin
participates in numerous
organizations designed to
spread the word on basic
nutrition, mercury awareness,
gum disease awareness, and
whole-body dentistry.
Dr. Marvin has dedicated
his life exploring the links
between gum disease and
systemic disease and
developing natural solutions to
the real demands of oral
hygiene and dental health.

